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The school lay between two hills, one overgrown with flowers, 
the other naked: yet the school faced the sea only, so ignoring 
its neighbors, that if feet approached from either hill, east or 
west, the school ceased to exist: the cupolas vanished and the 
columns sunk. All that survived were a tree-filled park and a 
little house painted red. The occupant of the house was never 
found, for in truth he lived in the school, even when there were 
no seagulls on the roof he went on walking past the fountains, 
or he studied, from an enormous book propped against the 
glass, whose pages he turned by means of an oar. A great 
disarray of flowers fell out the windows of his library, drifting 
to the grass below, forming a multicolored bed the wind 
disbanded in one puff; near the calendar, a compass stood on 
its points; in the snow-covered field where the house used to 
be, there was a horse, drinking quietly: a drop of blood 
remained on the pump. 
